THE  SPANISH WAR
The amazing thing about the whole dramatic event
was that though the news of what had taken place circu-
lated widely within a very few days, there was not the
slightest resentment apparent in Falangist circles, and
General Franco was, if possible, even more popular than
before.
The Carlists, on the other hand, have shown no feeling
whatsoever as regards their forced union with the Falang-
ists, for whom, frankly, they do not much care. The reason
for this is  that  the  Carhsts,   with  their  century-old
tradition of "God, King, and Family," have not the same
need of the personal magnetism of a born leader.   Their
faith and their tradition stand them in equal good stead,
and they might even fight better merely for a man they
respected than for any general whose personality might
seem to them to be too great.   The Carlists have been
accustomed throughout history to having many leaders.
They would make a dictator, however, of not a single
one of them.   They demand, when the time is ripe, that
a King should be chosen supreme head of the State,
and beneath him that authority should be held by a
Prime Minister with his body of expert? but without
the trammels of democratic constitutions and universal
suffrage, which they despise.
A great deal of religious mysticism is mingled with
their political faith and is upheld with an ardour typical
of intense fidelity to their cause. It should be remembered
that the last Carlist rising was brought to a close after
a terrible and bloody suppression as far back as 1876.
Since then, it was commonly thought by the superficial
Spanish politicians that Carlism had ceased to exist.
What, then, was their surprise when on July 18 and 19, on
the signal for the revolt against Communist barbarism
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